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Another flat day today; but we can add something more as we’ve had the first >10p move. I know the move on Friday 

from SPX2448 to 2438 is rounded 10p, but it was 9.7p… In Figure1A I show, using this rounded-up wave, the most 

likely and tentative (grey) minute-waves count. This means a break below today’s low SPX2464, and especially 

yesterday’s low at SPX2462 will start to tell us minor-b topped today. Some may ask why I don’t count, say, 5p moves. 

Well, when we get down to such small waves, the micro-counting becomes highly uncertain and almost more 

guessing then science. I therefore try to refrain from it, and for those who’ve been a member for a long time, know 

that waves >10p are often most reliable in doing the job of tracking the market. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 minute and hourly chart. Tecnically only 1 wave up from SPX2438 to SPX2475. Now a first wave down. 

 

The hourly chart above shows price continues to stall in the ideal minor-b target zone of SPX2457-2478, and there 

was negative divergence on the RSI5. It remains uncertain if only minute-a of minor-b is underway or all of minor-b. 

A break below SPX2462 targets SPX2445-2455, whereas a break below SPX2438 is needed to confirm. However, 

when the A.I. and other TIs on the daily charts turn to sell, we’ll have additional clues and evidence favoring the 

minor-b top. 
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Price ended flat today and still below the 20d SMA, but back above the dotted orange longterm trendline. The A.I. 

remains on a buy, but the MACD is not moving higher. There’s otherwise really not much else we can learn compared 

to yesterday’s chart, so we’ll leave it as is. A drop and close below yesterday’s low will most likely usher in a non-

ideal A.I. sell signal, which would add weight to the evidence of a minor-b top at today’s high. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Price back in an uptrend but still below 20d SMA. Non-ideal A.I. buy signal remains in effect. 
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Market breadth ended higher than yesterday, but remains negative. The SPX-SI (summation index of the S&P500’s 

McClellan Oscilator (MO)) continues to be on a sell: it is not confirming the rally off the SPX2438 low. Compare that 

with the major-2 low, and intermediate-ii low in June and November last year (orange circles); and with the March-

April correction (yellow circle) and it is clear the current SPXSI is not at all like that displayed with the orange circles 

(SPXSI turned up instantly and never looked back); but much more like that displayed in the yellow circle (SPXSI kept 

declining despite market bounces). This adds weight to the evidence that we’re dealing with a minor-b bounce.  

Figure 3.  SPX-SI remains on a sell as market breadth remains negative. 

 

In conclusion: The preferred count continues to have a b-wave bounce underway to SPX2457-2478. Price has now 

reached well-inside our price target zone and gave us the first >10p move, i.e. pullback, suggesting the up move 

is over as there’s not been a move >10p prior. Only a 9.7p move. Market breadth remains negative, and rallies on 

negative breadth should always be regarded with suspicion until proven otherwise. The SPX-SI is not behaving 

like it did during prior kick off waves, but more like that during prior multi-week corrections. A break below 

SPX2462 is a first warning sign for the Bulls, a break below SPX2445 the 2nd and minor-b is fully confirmed with a 

break below SPX2438. Let’s give these price levels 40, 80, 100% confidence levels; respectively for a minor-b top 

at SPX2475. In other words, I’d give it a 80% change minor-b is in when price breaks below SPX2445. 
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